Eric R. Fleming

Considering the best parts of Men’s Basketball this past year

Now that the hoop season is over, it's time for my annual col-
umn devoted to looking back at the last four years of MIT men's basketball, and pick out some of the best (and worst) experiences.

Before beginning, I should caution you that the views expressed here necessarily reflect those of Eric R. Fleming, MIT's men's basket-
ball manager, and opposing views are quite unimportant.

Anyway, here they are:

Best games: Dan Trant, Clark; Mark Brunch, MIT. Brunch's ac-
complishments have been well heralded in these pages, nothing
sounds immodest, but I've heard of Rayr~

Best forward: Ray Nagem, MIT; Chris Jerome, Bowdoin; Kevin Clark, Clark. Though I saw Nagem for just one year, he
impressed me with some great low post moves, often against op-
ponents two or three inches tall-

Best center: Peter Dorfman, Connecticut College. A tough
category, because forwards often play the post spot. Dorfman
made the Camels during the last two years; without him, they
would not have been as good a team.

Favorite game: WPI, Amherst, Briggs Cage, Harvard. WPI was
powerful by a tournament-high
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